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DEVICE PROFILE

Evaluation of Pipeline Flex delivery system for the treatment of unruptured
aneurysms
Pedro Aguilar-Salinas a, Leonardo B.C. Brasiliense b, Douglas Gonsales a, Bartley Mitchella, Andrey Limaa,
Eric Sauvageau a and Ricardo Hanela

aLyerly Neurosurgery, Baptist Health, Jacksonville, FL, USA; bDivision of Neurosurgery, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

ABSTRACT
Introduction: Refinements in endovascular technology have revolutionized the treatment of intracra-
nial aneurysms (IAs) with the development of flow-diversion technology. The first generation of the
Pipelin Embolization Device (PED) has demonstrated its safety and efficacy. However, the deployment
technique was a difficult task that often led to complex maneuvers. The Pipeline Flex Embolization
Device (PED Flex) is the second generation and its introduction has arrived with high expectations due
to a completely redesigned delivery system that intends to overcome deployment difficulties seen in
the previous generation.
Areas covered: Preclinical studies, mechanism of action of flow-diverters, technical aspects and
deployment system of the PED Flex, and clinical outcomes with both PED generations.
Expert commentary: Flow diversion has allowed us to treat lesions that would be otherwise challen-
ging for surgical clipping or unsuitable for other endosaccular strategies. Although the experience with
PED Flex is limited, initial results suggest its safety and short-term efficacy.
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1. Introduction

An intracranial aneurysm (IA) is a pathologic dilatation of
blood vessels, which is generally thought to be multifactorial
in nature and poses a high threat to patients based on its risk
of rupture [1]. The estimated prevalence of IAs in the general
population ranges from 5% to 10% based on imaging and
autopsy studies, with a female predominance, and an annual
rupture rate of approximately 10 per 100,000. These acquired
lesions are usually found at arterial branching sites, and the
most frequent location is the anterior cerebral circulation in
85–90% of the cases [2,3]. The most frequent clinical presenta-
tion of IAs is acute subarachnoid hemorrhage with approxi-
mately 30,000 cases per year in the USA and a mortality rate as
high as 66.7% if untreated [4,5]. Initially, the treatment of IAs
was performed only in instances of aneurysm rupture, but
with the development of microsurgical techniques, neuroima-
ging, and neuroendovascular technology, the goals of treat-
ment have shifted to include preventive treatment of
unruptured lesions to decrease the risk of rupture. Since the
first aneurysm clipping in 1937 by Dandy [6] until the early
1990s, traditional microsurgery was the central component of
treatment. However, Guglielmi made a radical change in the
treatment of IAs with the introduction of detachable coils,
thus providing an endosaccular alternative to surgical clipping
[7,8]. During the past two decades, the neuroendovascular
technology has evolved tremendously, moving towards less
invasive techniques, and becoming the treatment of choice for
most ruptured and unruptured IAs. Its efficacy and safety have
been demonstrated in recent clinical trials [9,10]. Still, complex

aneurysms such as large, giant, wide-necked, and fusiform are
considered challenging lesions for both classic microsurgical
and endovascular techniques. Studies in this subset of lesions
have shown a low rate of aneurysm occlusion and a high rate
of recanalization with simple-coil embolization, stent-assisted
coiling, or balloon-assisted coiling [11–15]. Limitations of coil
occlusion, particularly aneurysm recanalization, became appar-
ent in large and wide-necked aneurysms [16]. In order to
address this issue, adjunctive techniques such as balloon-
assisted coiling, stent-assisted coiling, and complex stent
reconstructions were developed to prevent coil prolapse and
improve packing density. Balloon-assisted coil embolization
showed an improvement in occlusion rates, but it is limited
by the risk of coil prolapse into the vessel lumen after balloon
deflation [17]. The development of self-expanding intracranial
stents allowed mechanical support to coils, which improved
coil packing density, and mid- and long-term results have
shown excellent rates of occlusion in certain aneurysms ran-
ging from 19% to 98% at latest imaging follow-up but can be
associated with a high recanalization rate, estimated at 17.5%
in previous studies [18–22]. Double stenting has been
reported in aneurysms not amenable to coil embolization,
particularly wide-necked aneurysms located in bifurcations
that require complex stent reconstructions such as Y or X
configurations, which have been shown to be effective to
prevent coil protrusion. However, these reconstructions
remain technically challenging and associated with a higher
procedural rate of complications, which has been reported to
be up to 32% of cases [23–25]. Limitations with endosaccular
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therapies for complex aneurysms drove the impetus to
develop a novel approach for aneurysm occlusion, culminat-
ing in the advent of flow-diversion technology. Basically, the
concept behind flow diversion relies on reconstruction of the
underlying parent vessel instead of filling the aneurysm with
embolic agents. Diverting the blood flow away from the
aneurysm has been shown to lead to aneurysm occlusion in
a delayed fashion rather than immediately after the procedure.

2. Preclinical studies and flow-diversion technology

The observation that intracranial stents were able to modify
flow dynamics inside the aneurysm gave rise to the hypoth-
esis that disrupting the inflow to the aneurysm would lead to
thrombus formation and subsequently aneurysm occlusion
without endosaccular manipulation [26–28]. In vitro and in
vivo animal experimentation confirmed the theoretical con-
cept that reduction of inflow, velocity, and turbulence con-
tributed to progressive thrombosis of sidewall aneurysms
[29,30]. Unlike other self-expanding intracranial stents,
experimental models suggested that low porosity (open
metal-free area) and high pore density (number of pores
per area, pores/mm2) were the most effective features of
flow diverters in order to decrease blood flow into the aneur-
ysm, with an optimal range between 60% and 76% [31–33].
However, a better understanding of flow diverters has shown
that their mechanism of action is beyond an interruption
between parent artery and aneurysm interface. It is a com-
plex process that involves mechanical, anatomical, physiolo-
gical, and biological mechanisms that eventually restore the
anatomy and physiology of the vessel. First, the reconstruc-
tion between normal arterial segments leads to an immedi-
ate flow disruption to the aneurysm with redirection to the
parent vessel, thus reducing the velocity and shear stress on
the lesion wall. Second, endosaccular blood stasis favors
aneurysm thrombosis and progression towards complete
occlusion and obliteration over time. Finally, progressive
endothelialization over the metallic mesh becomes a biolo-
gical seal across the diseased segment of the parent artery.
Regarding endothelialization, initial in vivo preclinical studies
in rabbits showed that side branches and vessel perforators
are spared despite endothelialization of the device because
of sufficient pressure gradient to maintain blood flow
through the stent pores [34–36]. However, a recent study
suggested that the pattern of neointimal formation is related
to the wall shear stress (WSS), which means that endothelial
proliferation is promoted in the setting of low WSS both in
the reconstructed parent artery and in the free segments of
the stent. Thus, patency and neointimal proliferation at cov-
ered vessel side branches are influenced by the hemody-
namic modification secondary to stent sizing and device
porosity [37]. These data need to be interpreted with caution
since in clinical practice several studies have reported per-
forator infarction, especially in the treatment of perforator-
rich areas such as A1, M1, and posterior circulation aneur-
ysms [38–41]. For instance, Pistocchi et al. treated 26 patients
with 30 IAs beyond the circle of Willis with flow diverters and

had three ischemic complications, one permanent and two
reversible. Interestingly, they found no permanent neurolo-
gical deficit in 13 patients with side-branch flow restriction at
latest imaging follow-up [42]. More recently, Saleme et al.
reported their technical experience with flow diverters for
bifurcation aneurysms in the anterior circulation, and they
found a 78% (11/14) rate of asymptomatic side-branch nar-
rowing or occlusion when the flow diverter was placed in the
anterior communicating artery or internal carotid artery (ICA)
bifurcation. The authors have suggested that this phenom-
enon was due to direct and sufficient collateral supply. On
the other hand, they found a 31% (5/16) rate of symptomatic
side-branch narrowing or occlusion when flow diverters were
placed in anatomical configurations with no direct collateral
arterial connection such as in the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) bifurcation or beyond the circle of Willis [43]. Briganti
et al. reported a similar experience in their case series with
MCA aneurysms. They treated 14 patients with 15 MCA
aneurysms, in which 13 aneurysms had side branches, and
at latest follow-up, only three cases had side-branch occlu-
sion with neurological deficit in two of them [44]. In other
European case series, Gawlitza et al. performed a detailed
analysis of cortical branches and perforating arteries covered
by flow diverters. They treated 17 patients with 18 IAs with a
single flow diverter in all cases. Nineteen cortical branches
were covered, and at latest follow-up (mean 7.9 months), two
were occluded, nine showed a decreased caliber, and the
remaining branches were unchanged. Interestingly, none of
these patients showed neurological symptoms due to lepto-
meningeal collateral supply in their cortical territories. On the
other hand, symptomatic ischemic events (reversible within
24 h) were seen in three patients with occlusion of perforat-
ing arteries and magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated
asymptomatic lacunar defects in five patients corresponding
to perforating artery territories [38].

Although flow-diversion technology has been introduced
relatively recently in the endovascular armamentarium, the
sophistication of technology and difficulty in achieving ade-
quate reconstruction of complex aneurysms with endosaccu-
lar techniques have established flow diversion as an effective
modality of treatment. In fact, it is becoming the first-line
treatment option in certain neurovascular centers due to
evidence of higher rates of complete aneurysm occlusion
independent of lesion morphology as well as lower proce-
dural costs compared to conventional stent-assisted coiling
[45–49]. This technology became first available in Europe in
2008 with introduction of the Silk flow diverter (SILK; Balt
Extrusion, Montmorency, France) and the Pipeline™
Embolization Device (PED, ev3-Covidien, Irvine, CA, USA)
[50,51]. However, the PED is the only US FDA-approved
flow diverter in the United States and the most widely used
worldwide. The first-generation PED obtained European CE
mark in 2008 and FDA approval in 2011 for patients older
than 22 years with large or giant wide-necked (≥4 mm or no
discernible neck) aneurysms of the ICA from the petrous to
the superior hypophyseal segments. The second generation
of the PED, known as Pipeline Flex Embolization Device (PED
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Flex), preserves the same flow-diverter design, material, and
configuration of the previous generation but has a new
delivery system that makes it almost completely resheath-
able [52,53]. It obtained the European CE mark in March 2014
and the FDA approval in February 2015.

3. Pipeline embolization device

The PED is a self-expanding, cylindrically shaped stent, com-
posed of 48 braided strands in a standard pattern. The mesh of
the device is composed of 75% chromium–cobalt alloy and 25%
radiopaque platinum–tungsten alloymicrofilaments. Each strand
measures approximately 30 µm in diameter and has a cell size
ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 mm. The device has a porosity of 65–
75% and when deployed properly it affords 30–35% coverage of
the arterial wall surface. It is available in diameters from 2.5 to
5.0mm, in 0.25-mm increments, and lengths from10 to 35mm. It
is important to take into account that the real extent of metal
coverage varies depending on device size, degree of vessel
curvature where the device is implanted, and number of over-
lapped devices [54]. When the device is fully expanded, its design
allows for an opening of 0.25 mm larger than the labeled dia-
meter, and due to its flexibility, it is well suited for tortuous
vascular anatomy [34,55]. The second generation of this flow
diverter, the PED Flex, maintains the same implements, but the
delivery system was completely redesigned in order to reduce
the technical difficulties when deploying the device.

3.1. Pipeline Flex delivery system

The new PED delivery system has been introduced to the
endovascular armamentarium with high expectations since
the rate of complications with the PED Classic has been
often associated with deployment of multiple devices, com-
plex maneuvers to proper deployment, and the steep learning
curve associated with the deployment technique [54,56–58].
Therefore, this refined delivery system intends to facilitate the
device placement and reduce the rate of intraprocedural com-
plications. The PED Flex is mounted by elongation on a stain-
less steel micro-guidewire approximately 200 cm long and
compressed inside an introducer sheath. The delivery wire
has a 15-mm soft distal tip with an angle of 55° and a proximal
platinum marker for visibility. In the PED Flex delivery system,
the distal capture coil has been removed and substituted with
two 3-mm protective sleeves of polytetrafluoroethylene. These
non-radiopaque sleeves protect the distal portion of the braid
while advancing through the microcatheter (Figure 1). In

addition, the sleeves allow the device to be released instantly
with no need to obtain the classic ‘cigar-shape’ or torquing
maneuvers. The proximal edge of the PED Flex is placed on a
3-mm resheathing pad that allows recapturing and reposition-
ing the device until it has reached nearly 90% deployment,
providing a more controlled and precise placement (Figure 2).
When the flow diverter is deployed, it expands radially and
shortens longitudinally (up to 50–60%), and similar to the PED
Classic, its design allows telescoping multiple devices within
each other to increase the metal surface coverage or the
length of the reconstructed vessel. When device telescoping
is anticipated, smaller devices should be deployed first in
order for larger flow diverters to expand within the smaller
ones. Additionally, telescoping devices increase the metal
coverage and porosity of the diseased vessel segment
although it increases the risk of procedure-related events
and thromboembolic complications [54,59–61].

3.2. Pipeline Flex deployment technique

The high-metal content in the mesh of the PED creates a high
risk for thrombus formation and thus patients are routinely
started on dual antiplatelet therapy at least 3–7 days prior to
the procedure, which typically consists of aspirin (100–
325 mg/day) and clopidogrel (75 mg/day). After the proce-
dure, dual-antiplatelet therapy is maintained for 6 months
followed by aspirin alone indefinitely. The antiplatelet regimen
is decided on a case-by-case basis since some reports have
suggested that up to one-third of patients may be resistant to
clopidogrel because of genetic polymorphisms [62,63].
Although the platelet function testing with P2Y12 reaction
units (PRU) remains controversial [64], the preoperative PRU
determination has been highly adopted by neurovascular cen-
ters to guide antiplatelet therapy. In our institution in the
setting of nonresponse to clopidogrel, patients are treated
with ticagrelor [65,66].

The intervention is usually performed under general
anesthesia using intravenous heparin systematically to main-
tain an activated clotting time two times above the patient’s
baseline or greater than 250 s. A triaxial system is recom-
mended to provide stability and control during flow-diverter
deployment. This system typically consists of a proximal 6-
French guide catheter, an intermediate catheter that allows
additional distal support particularly when the distal arterial
anatomy is tortuous, and the delivery microcatheter. Unlike
conventional endosaccular embolization, optimal views of the
proximal and distal landing zones within the parent artery are
paramount and should be obtained from the working-angle

Figure 1. Distal braid opening of the Pipeline™ Flex Embolization Device. (a) The non-radiopaque sleeves protect the distal braid while advancing the device
through the microcatheter. (b) The device is released instantly without forming a ‘cigar-shape’. (c) Deployment maneuvers are simpler and do not require torquing
as in the previous generation. Images courtesy of Medtronic. © Medtronic. All rights reserved.
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angiogram and three-dimensional reconstructions. Once accu-
rate vessel measurements are obtained, the flow diverter is
chosen based on the labeled diameter that approximates the
diameter of the parent vessel and a length at least 6 mm longer
than the aneurysm neck. Ideally, the device should be deployed
within normal artery segments. It is important to determine the
ideal device since an oversized flow diverter would lead to a
decreased metal coverage or a significant mismatch in luminal
diameter that may lead to an ‘accordion effect’ resulting in
stent migration [56,67]. The PED Flex was designed to be
delivered through a compatible 0.027-inch microcatheter,
such as the Marksman (eV3, Irvine, California, USA), and at
least 135 cm in length. The microcatheter is navigated under
roadmap guidance over a microwire, and the microcatheter tip
is placed at least 20 mm beyond the distal edge of the aneur-
ysm neck. The PED Flex system is packaged in an introducer
sheath. This sheath is carefully placed into the rotating hemo-
static valve, and the system is advanced until the tip of the
delivery system is aligned with the tip of the microcatheter.
Once they are aligned, the desired location of the PED Flex is
confirmed under fluoroscopic guidance. It is recommended
that the distal end of the device should be placed at least
3 mm beyond the distal edge of the aneurysm. The deployment
process consists of slowly retracting the microcatheter, stabiliz-
ing the delivery system (unsheathing), and minimal push of the
delivery wire once the device is placed in the desired position
(Figure 3). In contrast to the previous PED, this new system does
not require a torquing maneuver since the sleeves allow an
instant braid release after 10–15 mm of the braid is deployed.
Also, the resheathing and redeployment capability of the sys-
tem allows a safer and more precise placement of the device.
This maneuver basically consists of advancing the microcath-
eter while pulling the delivery wire to retract the PED into the
microcatheter. The device can be resheathed until the
resheathing marker has reached the distal marker of the micro-
catheter, and it can be partially or fully resheathed. The opera-
tor should be aware that resheathing more than two full cycles
might damage the distal end of the braid since the sleeves may
either invert or go under the device; thus when pushing
through the microcatheter to redeploy the device, the distal
edge is unprotected and it can be damaged during the man-
euver. Occasionally, when resheathing the device, the operator

may feel resistance when repositioning it, and this can be
caused by a partial opening of the sleeves and can be resolved
by advancing the microcatheter to fully invert the flaps (invert-
ing flaps maneuver). Once the PED Flex is deployed, the micro-
catheter is carefully advanced through the flow diverter until
the microcatheter tip is distal to the reconstruction, and the
delivery microwire is recaptured. Finally, the wall apposition of
the device is confirmed under fluoroscopy, and if an endoleak is
detected, it should be addressed by the J-wire technique or
balloon angioplasty to fully open the device. A conventional
angiogram is performed to evaluate flow of contrast material
into the aneurysm, and ideally, contrast stasis should be imme-
diately seen within the aneurysm if the device is well apposed
across the neck (Figure 4). However, in case of persistent inflow,
additional devices may be telescoped as needed in order to
increase metal coverage of the diseased vessel segment. After
the device is deployed, coiling the aneurysm is no longer
possible, and for that reason, the jailing technique should be
performed if adjunctive coiling is necessary. There is still con-
siderable debate regarding adjunctive coiling for giant aneur-
ysms since several studies have shown no prevention of
aneurysm rupture, which can result in catastrophic events
[68–72]. Possible mechanisms attributed to this phenomenon
consist of an increase in the pressure of the sac producing more
stress on the aneurysm wall, non-homogenous coil packing,
and a rapid accumulation of macrophages producing lytic
enzymes resulting in an aggressive autolytic effect of the
thrombus and destruction of the aneurysm wall. Therefore,
the treatment of this subset of lesions should be done on
case-by-case basis. Possible solutions consist of increasing
neck coverage with multiple devices, resulting in a more stable
mesh density, adjunctive coiling with immediate flow-diverter
placement or in a delayed fashion, or other treatment modality
such as parent vessel sacrifice.

Figure 2. Proximal end of the Pipeline™ Flex embolization device that allows
recapturing and repositioning up to approximately 90% deployment. Images
courtesy of Medtronic. © Medtronic. All rights reserved.

Figure 3. Angiogram in lateral view demonstrates the Pipeline™ Flex delivery
system. (a) Coil tip. (b) Distal marker. (c) Partially deployed device. (d)
Resheathing marker. (e) Proximal bumper.
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4. Clinical experience with the Pipeline embolization
device

4.1. Clinical experience with the Pipeline Classic
embolization device

The clinical experience with the PED Classic has been widely
reported, demonstrating its safety and efficacy in the treat-
ment of aneurysms independently of lesion morphology
[73,74]. The first prospective experience took place in
Argentina where the authors reported an aneurysm occlusion
rate of 92.8% at 6 months after treating 53 patients with 63
aneurysms [48]. Subsequently, Szikora et al. reported the first
experience in Europe with an aneurysm occlusion rate of
89.5% at 6 months after intervening in 18 patients with 19
aneurysms [75]. More recently, two breakthrough clinical trials
demonstrated similar results: the PED for the intracranial treat-
ment of aneurysms (PITA) and the Pipeline for uncoilable or
failed aneurysms (PUFS). The PITA trial was performed with the
participation of three European and one South American cen-
ters. They reported an aneurysm occlusion rate of 93.3% at
6 months after treating 31 consecutive patients with 31 aneur-
ysms and 2 periprocedural strokes [55]. The PUFS trial was a
multicenter single-arm study conducted at eight sites in the
USA and two sites outside the USA that enrolled 108 patients
with 108 aneurysms in the ICA. They reported an aneurysm
occlusion rate of 73.6% at 6 months and six major neurological
events [46]. The results of the PUFS trial granted the FDA
approval to the PED. Chiu et al. have recently demonstrated
long-term durability of the aneurysm occlusion in 98 patients
with 119 wide-necked aneurysms treated with the PED in
Australia. The median radiographic follow-up was 26 months,
and the longest follow-up reported was 56 months. The
aneurysm occlusion rate progressed from 81.6% at 6 months
to 93.2% at final follow-up. It is important to point out that
they found only seven persistent aneurysms at final follow-up,

and three of them were associated with a vessel in the dome
or neck of the lesion [76]. Due to the report of severe compli-
cations in small case series and meta-analysis showing a mor-
bidity rate ranging from 5% to 7.3% and a mortality rate
ranging from 2.8% to 4% [73,74], the International
Retrospective Study of the Pipeline Embolization Device
(IntrePED) registry was designed to determine clinical out-
comes and rate of complications in a ‘real-world’ setting. A
total of 793 patients with 906 aneurysms from 6 countries at
17 centers were included in the analysis, and 824 out of 906
aneurysms (91%) were unruptured, and only 95 (10.5%) were
located in the posterior circulation. The median follow-up was
19.3 months. They found a 30-day neurological morbidity rate
of 5.7% (45/793) and a 30-day mortality rate of 2.8% (22/793),
with the highest combined percentage of neurological mor-
bidity and mortality in the non-ICA anterior circulation group
(13.4%) and the lowest in the ICA group with aneurysm size
<10 mm (4.1%). Specifically, they found an ischemic stroke
rate of 4.5% (36/793), an intracranial hemorrhage rate of 2.5%
(20/793), an in-stent stenosis rate of 0.3% (2/793), and perma-
nent cranial neuropathy rate of 0.3% (2/793) [45]. A subana-
lysis of the IntrePED study was performed to evaluate the risk
factors for postoperative acute ischemic complications. They
found, based on logistic regression analysis, that the variables
associated with an increased risk of having the events were
male sex, hypertension, treatment of MCA aneurysms, giant
aneurysms, fusiform aneurysms, and the use of multiple PEDs.
Treatment of fusiform aneurysms was the only variable inde-
pendently associated with an increased risk of postoperative
ischemic stroke after performing multivariate logistic regres-
sion analysis (2.74, 95% CI: 1.11–6.75, p < 0.05). It is note-
worthy that 72.2% (22/36) of ischemic events occurred
within a 30-day period of treatment [77]. Other subanalysis
of the IntrePED study showed that patients older than 70 years
undergoing PED placement had an increased risk of

Figure 4. Case illustration. Female in her 30 s presented with visual disturbances and (a-b) digital subtraction angiography (DSA) demonstrated a left paraclinoid
aneurysm. (c) 3-D reconstruction depicting the aneurysm. (d) Deployment of the Pipeline™ Flex Embolization Device across the aneurysm. (E) DSA demonstrating
contrast stasis inside the aneurysm after placing 2 devices. Arrows show the reconstructed segment of the parent vessel.
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neurological mortality (7.4%) and all-cause mortality (8.3%)
when compared with younger patients. However, interpreta-
tion of the results requires care since other comorbidities are
generally increased with older age. Regarding overall compli-
cations, the authors found no differences between groups.
Therefore, we strongly agree with the authors that age alone
should not be considered as an exclusion criterion for the
treatment of unruptured aneurysms with the PED, and the
decision should be done on a case-by-case basis [78]. One of
the main concerns when treating an aneurysm with the PED is
the continued risk of aneurysm rupture, and unlike the recom-
mendation of adjunctive coiling when using the SILK [79], the
use of coils with the PED is left to discretion of the operator.
However, the safety and efficacy of this adjunctive therapy
with the PED are not well known. Based on the results of the
IntrePED study subanalysis, 109 aneurysms were treated with
adjunctive coil. They found increased procedure time in the
group treated with PED and coils compared with the PED-
alone group (135.8 ± 63.9 min versus 96.7 ± 46.2 min,
p < 0.05). According to their results, the decision to treat
patients with the PED and coils was highly influenced by the
aneurysm size since the aneurysms treated with the PED alone
were slightly smaller (13.6 ± 7.8 mm versus 10.3 ± 7.6 mm,
p < 0.05). It is important to note that due to the retrospective
nature of the study, procedures and decisions varied across
centers; therefore, adjunctive coiling or overlapping PEDs
were based on the physician’s judgment and not per protocol.
In addition, they found no significant differences in major
complications between groups although the neurological
combined morbidity and mortality rate was higher in the
group with PED and coils compared with the PED-alone
group, 12.5% versus 7.8%, respectively [80]. Thus, this study
illustrates that in spite of increased procedure time, technical
complexity, and endosaccular manipulation, the overall rate of
complications remains low with either embolization strategy.

Recently, the results of the Aneurysm Study of Pipeline in an
Observational Registry were published [81]. This multicenter
registry included patients with unruptured IAs treated with
PED over a 3-year period in 28 centers in seven countries and
aimed to prospectively analyze the rates of aneurysm occlusion
and neurological adverse events following the intervention. A
total of 191 patients with 207 aneurysms were included with a
median imaging follow-up of 7.8 months and a median clinical
follow-up of 6.2 months. The neurological morbidity rate was
6.8% (13/191), ischemic stroke was the most common event in
4.7% of patients (9/191), and the neurological mortality rate was
1.6% (3/191). Regarding aneurysm occlusion, imaging was avail-
able in 103 subjects at 6 months, and 74.8% achieved a com-
plete aneurysm occlusion. Interestingly, only 5.8% of patients
required retreatment over the study period, and spontaneous
aneurysm rupture was a rare event that occurred in 1.6% of
patients. This study confirmed the findings of previous PED
studies regarding safety and efficacy in a postmarketing setting.

4.2. Clinical experience with the Pipeline Flex
embolization device

Although mid- and long-term results are expected to be similar
with the PED Flex in comparison with the previous PED

generation, the safety and efficacy of the new delivery system
is still unknown, and recent prospective series show promising
technical and clinical results (Table 1). Martinez-Galdamez et al.
reported the first experience with this device in Spain to treat
six consecutive patients with six unruptured aneurysms, one of
them located in the posterior circulation [60]. They had no
intraprocedural complications, and all devices were successfully
deployed. They reported resheathing and repositioning of the
device in two cases. Pereira et al. reported the second experi-
ence with the device in the treatment of 12 unruptured saccular
aneurysms in 10 patients. They successfully deployed 12 flow
diverters with no intraprocedural complications, and reposition-
ing was required in five cases. Coiling was performed in two
cases before device implantation [59]. The first use of the PED
Flex in the USA aimed to treat an unruptured symptomatic
large posterior inferior cerebellar artery aneurysm. Due to the
complex aneurysm and location, Duckworth et al. rehearsed the
procedure on a vascular-replication system model of the
patient. The final procedure consisted of a successful device
deployment with adjunctive coiling. Although the patient
reported intermittent headaches postprocedure, at 3-month
follow-up, she was neurologically stable and the angiogram
demonstrated almost complete thrombosis of the aneurysm
[52]. Martinez-Galdamez et al. reported the first multicenter
experience in Europe, treating 30 consecutive patients in nine
academic centers in Spain. A total of 30 patients harboring 30
IAs were intervened during a 3-month period. Thirty-nine
devices were deployed, resulting in an average of 1.3 flow
diverters per case. They reported a resheathing maneuver in
11 cases due to a partial opening of the device, as well as
recapture maneuver in five cases for a better wall apposition
and in four cases due to migration/malposition of the device. At
30-day follow-up, they reported two major neurological com-
plications (6.6%), consisting of ischemic infarcts involving the
anterior choroidal arteries where two devices were overlapped
[82]. To date, Colby et al. have published the largest series of
patients treated with the PED Flex in North America. They
consecutively intervened in 42 patients with 44 IAs in a 3-
month period with 93% (41/44) of the aneurysms located in
the anterior circulation. The device was successfully placed in
98% of the cases. A single PED was used in 41 cases, resheath-
ing was reported in four, and they had no intraprocedural
complications. The rate of postprocedure neurological compli-
cations was 2.3%, with one ischemic stroke as a consequence of
in-stent thrombosis in a patient noncompliant with antiplatelet
medications [53]. Le et al. reported the first comparison
between patients treated with the PED Classic and PED Flex.
They retrospectively analyzed the outcomes of 58 PED Classic
cases versus 38 PED Flex cases. Both groups had similar char-
acteristics with exception of aneurysm size that was slightly
smaller in the PED Flex cases. They found that the use of PED
Flex reduced significantly the total procedure time, fluoroscopy
time, patient radiation exposure, contrast usage, and rate of
deployment failure compared with PED Classic. The aforemen-
tioned differences were attributed to the resheathing capacity
of the PED Flex. However, they found no difference in intrapro-
cedural events or neurological deficits between groups [83].
The current experience with the PED Flex is limited, but initial
results strongly suggest its safety and short-term efficacy.
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5. Expert commentary

The introduction of flow diverters in the neuroendovascular
armamentarium has made a revolutionary change in the treat-
ment of IAs, mainly those with complex anatomical morphol-
ogy. This technology has allowed us to treat lesions that
would be otherwise challenging for surgical clipping or unsui-
table for other endosaccular strategies. Since the introduction
of the PED in 2011, the data published demonstrating its
safety and efficacy are enormous with excellent aneurysm
occlusion rates at mid-term and long term and low rates of
recanalization. Not surprisingly, flow diversion has been highly
adopted worldwide. Moreover, with the redefined delivery
system of the second-generation PED, outcomes are expected
to be similar or better than the previous-generation PED. At
this point, the existing data are scant in terms of long-term
outcomes but supports an adequate technical profile. We find
that the capacity of resheathing and repositioning the device
definitely makes a less problematic deployment as well as
allows safer bailout techniques avoiding maneuvers that
were considered complex to deploy the PED Classic.
Therefore, we believe that the learning curve will not be
challenging for the interventionalist familiar with the PED
Classic, but formal training should be warranted in order to
reduce complications and get competent with the new tech-
nical adaptations of the PED Flex.

The PED Classic has offered a well-suited option to treat
aneurysms that has attracted the interest to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness in comparison with other endovascular thera-
pies. Results across studies are not consistent, some of them
favor flow diverters over traditional endosaccular modalities
but others show the opposite. However, the benefit is clear in
terms of length of hospital stay and cost savings for unrup-
tured aneurysms [49,84–87]. To date, there is no formal study
evaluating cost-effectiveness with the PED Flex, but the cur-
rent trend shows a reduction in the number of deployed
devices, and also with the continuous introduction of flow
diverters in the market, we expect a reduction in the cost of
each device.

The lessons learned from the PED Classic data should guide
better strategies, better clinical judgment, and more predict-
able outcomes when deciding to use the PED Flex. For
instance, Shapiro et al. have recently published an excellent
analysis of their case series regarding failure of progression to
aneurysm occlusion after embolization with the PED. They
included patients with a 1-year angiography follow-up and
found that risk factors predisposing aneurysm non-occlusion
were preexisting stents, fusiform aneurysm morphology,
branch vessel runoff, and technical events such as endoleaks
[88]. This reflects that a better understanding of the flow-
diverter properties, further operator experience, and longer
follow-ups are contributing to the development of refine-
ments in technology to overcome difficulties and treat the
most challenging IAs. Lastly, the decision to use a flow diverter
in the treatment of an aneurysm should be taken in a case-by-
case basis weighing comorbidities and the risk of ischemic or
hemorrhagic events.

6. Five-year view

The neurointerventional field is constantly evolving with the
development of innovative devices and less invasive techni-
ques. Flow-diversion technology has made a paradigm shift,
and the development of devices has rapidly increased despite
of their recent introduction. To date, the experience with the
PED Flex delivery system is limited to small case series of
retrospective or prospective design since its introduction in
2014. However, the studies mentioned above strongly suggest
an improved handling and deployability of the PED Flex in
comparison with the previous generation. So far, the data
show a trend in the reduction of intraprocedural complica-
tions, procedure time, and number of devices deployed. Long-
term outcomes will be required to draw final conclusions,
especially regarding the incidence of delayed ruptured aneur-
ysm, stent migration, and bifurcation-type aneurysms. The off-
label experience with the PED Classic has been highly
reported in small series, but results vary from low to high
rate of complications depending on anatomical location,
lesion morphology, and clinical presentation. Outcomes
seem promising in high-volume centers with a careful patient
selection [89–93]. Although the PED Flex is only cleared to
treat large or giant unruptured wide-necked aneurysms in the
ICA, it is clear that in the coming years, there will be an
expansion of indications because its delivery system might
facilitate the treatment of smaller aneurysms, posterior circu-
lation aneurysms, distal anterior circulation aneurysms
(Figure 5), blisters aneurysms, and even ruptured aneurysms.
Furthermore, with advances in technology, a future iteration
of the PED based on a modified phosphorylcholine structure is
under development, which may reduce or eliminate the need
of antiplatelet therapy [94]. However, the question will be if
modifying the structure of the PED would yield the successful
results obtained so far.

Currently, the medical literature offers initial and promising
experience with several flow diverters, and although these
devices share the same mechanism of action, they vary in
braid design and deployment technique. The SILK was the first
flow diverter available composed of 48 braided nitinol strands
with a high rate of aneurysm occlusion and a low rate of
periprocedural complications [95]. The Surpass flow diverter
(Stryker Neurovascular, Fremont, CA, USA) has a single-layer
mesh that maintains a constant porosity across all sizes avail-
able. This feature is expected to reduce the need of telescoping
devices [96–100]. The Flow Re-direction Endoluminal Device
(FRED; MicroVention, Tustin, CA, USA) has a unique double-
layer mesh design. It consists of a low-porosity inner mesh and
a high-porosity outer stent. The dual-layer system offers an
improved scaffolding effect as well as full-stent length fluoro-
scopic visualization [101–105]. The p64 (Phenox, Bochum,
Germany) received the European CE mark in 2012. This flow
diverter consists of a 64 nickel–titanium (nitinol)-braided mesh
with a unique system, which allows the operator to fully retrieve
it even after complete deployment [106–108]. The Derivo
Embolization Device is a new flow diverter that has been tested
in elastase-induced aneurysms in rabbits. It is a 48-nitinol-
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braided mesh with a 65% of porosity and can be retrieved after
up to 90% deployment. Preclinical results seem promising with
its unique surface made of BlueXide that is less reactive and
leads to higher surface density and smoothness [109]. These
devices demonstrate the rapid phase of innovation that we are
living in our field and the need to have reliable data to translate
into physician’s decision and patient care (Table 2). Therefore,
the neurointerventionalist should balance the new technology
with current available tools to treat aneurysms, and we consider
that the establishment of multicenter prospective registries of
patients treated with flow diverters would increase the accuracy
of data in a ‘real-world setting’ as well as the reduction in
underreporting periprocedural complications, since not every
situation is ideal to perform a randomized clinical trial due to
lack of adequate control, loss of equipoise, or delay in the
progress of technology in our field.

7. Conclusions

The current treatment of IAs targets the reduction in the inci-
dence of spontaneous rupture and alleviating the symptoms of

mass effect either with surgery or with endovascular modalities.
Flow-diversion technology has become an effective and safe
option with a high rate of aneurysm occlusion and a low rate
of morbidity and mortality. The PED Flex is a novel tool with a
redefined delivery system that allows a more precise and safer
placement of the flow diverter. Recent clinical studies support its
safe technical profile. However, further research and clinical
experience will offer final conclusions and the possibility to
extend its application to other aneurysm settings.

Key issues

● Flow diversion technology has expanded the neuroendo-
vascular options for treatment of intracranial aneurysms
and has become a viable monotherapy option to address
lesions with complex morphology that were unsuitable for
surgical clipping or traditional endovascular strategies.

● The first-generation Pipeline™ Embolization Device has
demonstrated its safety and efficacy worldwide in large
prospective and retrospective studies offering excellent
outcomes at mid- and long-term.

Table 2. Summary of new flow diverters and recent outcomes.

SURPASS FRED p64

Flow-diverter design Cobalt–chromium and
platinum wires

(48, 72, 96 braided wires)

Dual layer: low-porosity inner mesh (48 nitinol
wires) and

high-porosity outer mesh (16 nitinol wires)

64 nickel–titanium (nitinol)-
braided mesh

Resheathability (%) 75–80 75–85 100
Number of publicationsa 5 5 3
Patients (aneurysms) 220 (257) 101 (117) 166 (186)
Neurological morbidity
(%)b

0–10.4 0–11 0–6.7

Mortality (%) 0–2.7 0 0–0.8%
Complete aneurysm
occlusion (%)c

75–100 73–100 85.7–88

References [96–100] [101–105] [106–108]

SURPASS: Surpass flow diverter; FRED: Flow Re-direction Endoluminal Device.
aSearch terms: surpass flow diverter, FRED flow diverter, p64 flow diverter. Data include single case reports. Date: 12 August 2016.
bRange of transient and permanent neurological morbidity in case series.
cRange of complete aneurysm occlusion based on latest imaging follow-up in case series.

Figure 5. Female patient in her 20 s presented with headache. Diagnostic digital subtraction angiography (DSA) demonstrated a right fusiform dissecting aneurysm
in the M1 segment of the middle cerebral artery (MCA). (a) Right MCA, anteroposterior view; (b) Right MCA, 3-D reconstruction of the fusiform aneurysm; (c)
Deployment of the Pipeline™ Flex Embolization Device (PED Flex) in the right MCA; (d) A second PED Flex was deployed to appropriately cover normal artery
segments; (e) DSA demonstrated delayed contrast stasis after the second PED Flex was placed in the diseased vessel segment. At 6-month follow-up, (f) DSA shows
endoluminal reconstruction of the MCA with 2 PED Flex and (g) demonstrates no recurrence or residual aneurysm.
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● The delivery system of the new Pipeline™ Flex Embolization
Device has the capacity of resheathing and/or repositioning
the device, with the aim to overcome the deployment
difficulties seen in the previous generation.

● The lessons learned from the PED classic data should guide
better strategies for aneurysm treatment and patient selec-
tion with the PED Flex.
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